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  Water Margin Shi Naian,2011-12-10 Based upon the historical bandit Song Jiang and his
companions, The Water Margin is an epic tale of rebellion against tyranny that will remind Western
readers of the English classic Robin Hood and His Merry Men. This edition of the classic J. H.
Jackson translation brings a story that has been inspiring readers for hundreds of years to life for
modern audiences. It features a new preface and introduction by Edwin Lowe, which gives the
history of the book and puts the story into perspective for today's readers. First translated into
English by Pearl S. Buck in 1933 as All Men Are Brothers, the original edition of the J.H. Jackson
translation appeared under the title The Water Margin in 1937. In this updated edition, Edwin Lowe
addresses many of the shortcomings found in the original J.H. Jackson translation, and reinserts the
grit and flavor of Shuihui Zhuan found in the original Chinese versions, including the sexual
seduction, explicit descriptions of brutality, and the profane voices of the lower classes of Song
Dynasty China. Similarly, the Chinese deities, Bodhisattvas, gods and demons have reclaimed their
true names, as has the lecherous, ill-fated Ximen Qing. This 70-chapter book includes much that was
sanitized out of the 1937 publication, giving Anglophone readers the most complete picture to date
of this classic Chinese novel. While Chinese in origin, the themes of The Water Margin are so
universal that they have served as a source of inspiration for numerous movies, television shows and
video games up to the present day.
  Prince, Goodbye Xian GongZi,2020-09-29 Once she transmigrated, the Godly Doctor Leng Yue
had become a combination of ugliness, trash and evil. Everyone viewed her as a ferocious beast, but
they couldn't avoid her. The beloved crown prince treated her like nothing You think the scar on her
face is ugly? With a wave of her hand, the medicine reached Scar, returning her face to the heavens.
Calling her trash? Sorry, but sister has top-grade spiritual roots. I can only blame you for being
blind! Watch as my wondrous hands come back to life and my heaven-defying meridians open!
  Eunuch Commands Rang Yue,2020-03-02 Xie E, a A Peerless Genius born in a family of tomb
robbers, died in an air disaster and entered the Underworld's reincarnation cycle Dao. He was
reincarnated as a quasi eunuch in the Northern Song Dynasty's last palace.
  Slave to Empress: One Night Bride Yue XieYingQing,2019-11-08 If a woman wanted revenge,
what other weapons could she use other than her body?When she met him, she was the daughter of
a traitor who had been exterminated.When he met her, he was the king of the pirates;He pitied her,
he doted on her, but in her eyes he was a demon that took over her body and freedom.There were
two reasons for her survival: to kill the ruler of her people, and to kill the pirates who had tainted
her life.And years later, when the Dwarf had been captured and the pirates were overpowering, this
drifting feeling would rest in whose heart.
  Purchasing Agent King of Three Realms Mu ZiHeXuan,2020-05-24 One day, Li Hao suddenly
discovered that there was a new, miraculous WeChat in his phone; it could actually connect to the
Gods and Demons of the Three Realms! From then on, Li Hao spread the name of the auction to the
rest of the Immortal Demon Realm!
  Crappy Queen Conquers the Country Hong Song,2019-12-05 During the exploration of the
ancient tomb of the first class special agent Rong Hua, his former boyfriend, who split legs, and his
current girlfriend, Soo Soo, triggered the traps. In the end, Rong Hua was pulled into the space of
the Demon God Continent by an inexplicable force, and was reborn inside the body of the crippled
Ninth Miss.Elder sister Shu is fighting over her fiance? Sis doesn't care, but you have to pay for the
transfer.My father stole my mother-in-law's dowry? Big Sis will request a Li Clan to break off our
relationship, of course I'll take the dowry with me!The brocade dress was too troublesome. Big Sis
gave the phoenix phoenix a phoenix to transform into a graceful beautiful man, to level up, refine
alchemy, and take advantage of the opportunity to take on this enchanting man as her husband!
  Guan-Yu the Hero Frankie KT Neo,2012-11-20 Romance of the Three Kingdoms, a classic
historical novel of enormous influence, is considered to be one of the four great Chinese classic
novels. Written by Luo Guanzhong, a scholar who lived in the late Yuan and early Ming dynasties, it
chronicled the efforts of the Wei, Shu, and Wu kingdoms to reunite the empire at the end of the
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Eastern Han Dynasty. This fascinating period in Chinese history inspired many other authors, poets,
artists, and playwrights, including Luo Guanzhongs novel, which is a work of enduring historical and
literary impact and beauty. Guan Yu, the hero, has had a significant impact on Chinese culture and
the arts. That influence has spread to Japan, Korea, Vietnam, and to all Chinese communities in the
world. Guan Yu is well respected and worshiped in Taoism, Buddhism, Shintoism, and Caodaiism. He
has also influenced modern entertainment and mass media as well, including television, video
games, Manga, and more. The study and critical interpretation of Romance of the Three Kingdoms
and Guan Yu has captivated scholars, artists, and writers for centuries. Now, modern-day scholar
and collector Frankie KT Neo offers the best of his research. Readers are invited to a detailed tour of
his extensive collection of antiques and other artifacts commemorating Three Kingdoms and its hero,
Guan Yu. His collection, called the Sanfen Tang Collection, currently features more than a thousand
pieces, many of which are detailed within.
  Devil Boss, Please Control Yourself Qian Sheng,2020-06-11 Ye Zichen looked at her with a
smile, then wrapped his arms around her neck. The man's body instantly emitted a sweet and chilly
air that covered his entire nose. I'm here to ask for support. That was her goal. Just a moment ago,
he didn't feel it, but now, when the warm and sweet scent met with his nose, not only did he not feel
disgusted, he even felt like it was something he liked.
  Three Kingdoms Volume 11 Wei Dong Chen,2013-09-01 Three armies. Thousands of ships.
Millions of soldiers. Decades of war come to a head when Bei Liu and Quan Sun form a tentative
alliance to do battle against Cao Cao at Red Cliffs. The all-or-nothing outcome means that the victor
will have the upper hand in the struggle for the throne. But it also means that a single miscalculation
can have devastating consequences.
  The Nature of Computation Cristopher Moore,Stephan Mertens,2011-08-11 Computational
complexity is one of the most beautiful fields of modern mathematics, and it is increasingly relevant
to other sciences ranging from physics to biology. But this beauty is often buried underneath layers
of unnecessary formalism, and exciting recent results like interactive proofs, phase transitions, and
quantum computing are usually considered too advanced for the typical student. This book bridges
these gaps by explaining the deep ideas of theoretical computer science in a clear and enjoyable
fashion, making them accessible to non-computer scientists and to computer scientists who finally
want to appreciate their field from a new point of view. The authors start with a lucid and playful
explanation of the P vs. NP problem, explaining why it is so fundamental, and so hard to resolve.
They then lead the reader through the complexity of mazes and games; optimization in theory and
practice; randomized algorithms, interactive proofs, and pseudorandomness; Markov chains and
phase transitions; and the outer reaches of quantum computing. At every turn, they use a minimum
of formalism, providing explanations that are both deep and accessible. The book is intended for
graduate and undergraduate students, scientists from other areas who have long wanted to
understand this subject, and experts who want to fall in love with this field all over again.
  Emperor's Sweetheart Di Meiliuguang,2019-12-06 The pitiful girl had transmigrated to
become a commoner without a backer or power. Her fate allowed her to meet someone who was in
love with her, but a powerful monarch had appeared in the middle of her path. He had tyrannically
taken her into the palace, making her the king's favorite pet.
  Rebirth: King of the Three Kingdoms Xin RuDaoGe,2020-06-01 He had unexpectedly
transmigrated and became the big man, the Son of Heaven. Zhao Yun, Guan Yu, and the other
generals would be under his control. let's see how this kid will play with the three kingdoms, and
how he will deal with them ...
  Making Sense Of The Three Kingdoms Chan Joon Yee,2022-03-26 The Three Kingdoms is a
tumultuous period in Chinese history when warlords battled one another to rule all under the
heavens. Many Chinese fables and legends were made during this time, revealing the complex,
multi-dimensional characteristics of the Chinese race. There are as many modern versions of the
Three Kingdoms as there are ancient texts. However, those which are easy to read or watch on
screen are often lacking in depth and detail. Others are meaningful but fiendishly difficult to read.
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Much more than just a translation, this book is written in modern English, balancing depth with easy
reading. For those new to the Three Kingdoms, it offers an introduction with just the right dose of
detail. For those already familiar with the Three Kingdoms, it may offer a deeper understanding or
sense of realism on this epic saga.
  Evil King Chases after his Wife Zi Su,2020-01-27 She was the bastard who gave birth to a mute
girl from General Mansion. She had no rights or rights without money or morals. She couldn't
retaliate, she couldn't retort, she was despised by her family, and the marriage annulled by her
husband's family. However, she wanted to see who would dare to bully her by even a little now! Just
what happened to the Gui Wang who was known as the number one danger in Dongming? He
actually threatened to marry her! She ran, he chased, she hid, he searched, and in the end, she even
appeared before her disguised as a woman ... Seeing his lips, a certain woman couldn't help but
retort, You came to Sunflower Dew? We're still going through the main entrance?!
  Energy Relations and Policy Making in Asia Leo Lester,2016-10-31 This volume goes beyond
a conventional analysis of Asia’s energy relationships and explores the premise that energy relations
in Asia in the 21st century should reinforce mutual interdependence. Conventional analyses of
international energy relations stress the asymmetric nature of the risks and costs of disruptions to
energy flows. Energy suppliers (net exporters) are concerned with the cost of a buyer looking
elsewhere; energy consumers (net importers) are preoccupied with the costs associated with an
interruption of supply. This perspective reflects the current transactional nature of energy relations
and is clearly observed in the energy dynamics between countries in the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) and the economies of Northeast Asia (NEA). As the economies of both the GCC and NEA have
enlarged there is under-recognized potential for a move away from narrow transactional relations to
broader, interdependent ones. This collection of essays from leading energy, strategic, and economic
policy think tanks focused on how energy relations are forming in the 21st century offers energy
scholars and policy makers answers to what these increasingly close relationships mean for
international politics and trade.
  Baoan martial arts novels:Jade Dew, Golden Boy Baoan Liu,
  My Wife is a Fox Fairy Yao Hu,2020-06-19 As a wife, the life of a diaosi changed. All kinds of
beauties were embraced in her arms, and she could choose any technique in the Heavenly Court ...
  The Three Kingdoms (2010 Edition - EPUB) Asiapac Editorial,2018-10-16 Three Kingdoms,
written by Ming Dynasty novelist Luo Guanzhong, is one of the four famous Chinese classics well-
liked by people throughout the world till the present day. Exciting episodes of power struggles are
staged against the backdrop of the states of Wei, Shu and Wu, which have emerged from the
remnants of the Han Dynasty. What shines more brilliantly is the interplay of righteousness, loyalty,
sincerity, benevolence and wisdom. This fully-illustrated compact edition brings you the highlights of
the magnificent classic, including well-known episodes such as the oath of brotherhood at the Peach
Garden, Liu Bei's three visits to Zhuge Liang's cottage, and the Battle of Red Cliff. It will also lead
you through the ups and downs of the heroes of ancient times, at times admiring their courage, at
other times lamenting their fate.
  The Romance of the Three Kingdoms Luo Guanzhong,2018-07-26 A new translation and
abridgement of one of the four classical Chinese novels - an epic story of warring factions in the era
of China's Han dynasty Part historical and part legend, The Romance of the Three Kingdoms
dramatizes the lives of feudal lords and their retainers, recounting their personal and military
battles, intrigues, and struggles to achieve dominance for almost a hundred years. It is one of the
most beloved works of East Asian literature, and the most famous historical novel in China.
  Lifestyle in China Wen Gong,2007 Lifestyle in China presents the largest country in the world
not as a political and economic superpower but simply as a country, with a long, storied history and
complex culture. More important than the China of today s international news is its people: what
does the everyday life of a Chinese family look like? This book explores the leisure activities and rich
food culture of the Chinese that has continued throughout the ages since ancient China.
Understanding China s people and their lifestyle will ultimately help us understand China s dynamic
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place in today s world.
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